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ABSTRACT

The physiological integrity of spiral ganglion neurons
is presumed to influence cochlear implant (CI)
outcomes, but it is difficult to measure neural health
in CI listeners. Modeling data suggest that, when
peripheral processes have degenerated, anodic stimu-
lation may be a more effective neural stimulus than
cathodic stimulation. The primary goal of the present
study was to evaluate the emerging theory that
polarity sensitivity reflects neural health in CI lis-
teners. An ideal in vivo estimate of neural integrity
should vary independently of other factors known to
influence the CI electrode-neuron interface, such as
electrode position and tissue impedances. Thus, the
present analyses quantified the relationships between
polarity sensitivity and (1) electrode position estimat-
ed via computed tomography imaging, (2)
intracochlear resistance estimated via electrical field
imaging, and (3) focused (steered quadrupolar)
behavioral thresholds, which are believed to reflect a
combination of local neural health, electrode posi-
tion, and intracochlear resistance. Eleven adults with
Advanced Bionics devices participated. To estimate
polarity sensitivity, electrode-specific behavioral
thresholds in response to monopolar, triphasic pulses
where the central high-amplitude phase was either
anodic (CAC) or cathodic (ACA) were measured. The
polarity effect was defined as the difference in
threshold response to the ACA compared to the
CAC stimulus. Results indicated that the polarity

effect was not related to electrode-to-modiolus dis-
tance, electrode scalar location, or intracochlear
resistance. Large, positive polarity effects, which may
indicate SGN degeneration, were associated with
relatively high focused behavioral thresholds. The
polarity effect explained a significant portion of the
variation in focused thresholds, even after controlling
for electrode position and intracochlear resistance.
Overall, these results provide support for the theory
that the polarity effect may reflect neural integrity in
CI listeners. Evidence from this study supports further
investigation into the use of polarity sensitivity for
optimizing individual CI programming parameters.
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INTRODUCTION

Cochlear implants (CIs) stimulate the auditory system
by directly depolarizing spiral ganglion neurons
(SGNs), and the physiological integrity of the SGNs
may contribute to a patient’s success with a CI. In fact,
variability in phoneme, word, and sentence percep-
tion scores across CI listeners is partially explained by
demographic variables that are implicitly related to
neural health, such as duration of deafness, age, and
hearing loss etiology (Friedland et al. 2010; Lazard
et al. 2012; Holden et al. 2013). In post-mortem
temporal bone studies, total SGN counts decrease
with increasing age and duration of deafness and vary
as a function of etiology (Nadol et al. 1989, Nadol
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1997). Moreover, some investigations have shown that
in vivo estimates of SGN density relate to speech
perception performance in CI listeners (e.g., Kim
et al. 2010; Zhou and Pfingst 2014; DeVries et al. 2016;
Scheperle 2017; Schvartz-Leyzac and Pfingst 2018).
While SGN density constitutes an important aspect of
neural health, the status of the peripheral processes
may also contribute to CI outcomes. However, less is
understood about how to quantify peripheral process
integrity in vivo.

Recent evidence suggests that sensitivity to stimulus
polarity may provide insight into the health of the
peripheral processes. The polarity effect represents
the difference in psychophysical or electrophysiolog-
ical responses to positive (anodic) and negative
(cathodic) electrical current. Biophysical modeling
data show that the site of spike initiation differs for
anodic and cathodic polarities (Rattay et al. 2001a, b;
Joshi et al. 2017; Resnick et al. 2018). Specifically,
anodic current is more effective at exciting the central
axon, whereas cathodic current is more effective at
exciting the peripheral processes. When the periph-
eral processes have degenerated, anodic stimulation
generates action potentials at lower current levels
than cathodic stimulation (Rattay et al. 2001a, b; Joshi
et al. 2017; Resnick et al. 2018). If this theory holds
true in CI listeners, then large, positive polarity effects
may suggest degeneration of adjacent SGNs.

In CI listeners, better sensitivity to anodic than to
cathodic stimulation is consistently observed at
suprathreshold levels, which may reflect a proximal
shift in spike initiation at high current levels
(Macherey et al. 2006, 2008; van Wieringen et al.
2008; Undurraga et al. 2010, 2013; Macherey et al.
2017; Hughes et al. 2017, 2018). Polarity sensitivity at
low current levels, however, may provide more insight
into the variation in local neural status than
suprathreshold measurements. In fact, recent evi-
dence suggests that the polarity effect at threshold
varies both across- and within-ears (Macherey et al.
2017; Carlyon et al. 2018). Although neural health
also varies across the electrode array, so do non-
physiological factors such as electrode position rela-
tive to the SGNs and intracochlear bone and tissue
growth (reviewed by Bierer 2010).

An ideal in vivo estimate of neural status would vary
independently of electrode placement and tissue
impedances. However, it is unknown whether polarity
effect measurements are influenced by electrode
position or intracochlear resistance in CI listeners.
The primary goal of the present study was to evaluate
the theory that polarity sensitivity reflects neural status
by quantifying its relationship with electrode-to-
modiolus distance, electrode scalar location, and
intracochlear resistance. Because computational stud-
ies have used highly simplified models to describe

polarity sensitivity, there was no a priori expectation
of whether the polarity effect would correlate with
electrode position or intracochlear resistance.

A secondary goal was to evaluate the relation-
ship between the polarity effect and behavioral
thresholds measured in response to a spatially
focused electrode configuration (i.e., focused
thresholds). Focused threshold levels are believed
to reflect the cumulative contributions of local
electrode placement, bone and tissue growth, and
neural health (Bierer 2010). Specifically, channels
with relatively high focused thresholds are often
located farther from target neurons (Long et al.
2014; DeVries et al. 2016; DeVries and Arenberg
2018a) and have lower intracochlear resistance
values (Bierer et al. 2015b) and smaller evoked
potential amplitudes (DeVries et al. 2016) than
channels with lower focused thresholds. In line
with the theory that polarity sensitivity reflects
neural health, we hypothesized that the polarity
effect would explain a significant portion of the
variation in focused thresholds, even after control-
ling for the contributions of electrode position and
intracochlear resistance. The results of this study
will provide evidence either in support of or
against the use of polarity sensitivity as an estimate
of neural status in CI listeners. Ultimately, in vivo
estimates of peripheral process integrity may im-
prove our understanding of how aspects of neural
health other than SGN density relate to CI
performance, and whether that information can
be used to optimize device programming.

METHODS

Subjects

Eleven adults (6 males) who were unilaterally
implanted with Advanced Bionics HiRes90K devices
participated (Table 1). Subjects ranged in age from
27 to 87 years (M = 62.00 years, SD = 18.32). Two
subjects (S49 and S53) were pre-lingually deafened
(diagnosed with severe to profound sensorineural
hearing loss before the age of 4 years) and one
(S40) was peri-lingually deafened (diagnosed with
severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss at
age 4). The remaining eight subjects became deaf
in adulthood. All subjects were fluent English
speakers and used spoken language to communi-
cate. One subject (S54) learned English as a
second language. Each subject provided written
informed consent and all procedures were ap-
proved by the University of Washington Human
Subjects Division.
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Computed Tomography Imaging

Electrode position was estimated using computed
tomography (CT) imaging. Subjects enrolled in a
series of CT-based studies in our laboratory between
the years 2013 and 2016. CT scans were obtained at
the time of enrollment. Imaging was not repeated, as
substantial electrode migration is rare (Rader et al.
2016; Dietz et al. 2016), and no subjects demonstrated
clinical signs of array migration over the course of the
experiments; that is, electrode impedances, behavior-
al thresholds, and speech perception scores were
stable over time (Rader et al. 2016). Thus, the risks
of obtaining serial CT scans (e.g., exposure to
radiation, financial costs) outweighed the benefits.
All other psychophysical and objective measures were
obtained simultaneously at the time of each experi-
ment. Nine of the 11 subjects participated in more
than one experiment in our laboratory that incorpo-
rated these CT images (DeVries et al. 2016; DeVries
and Arenberg 2018a). Subjects S50 and S52 were not
included in the prior publications.

CT scans of the implanted and non-implanted ears
of each subject were performed at the University of
Washington Medical Center in Seattle, Washington.
The scans were analyzed at Washington University in
St. Louis, Missouri, using a technique developed by
Skinner et al. (2007) and validated by Teymouri et al.
(2011). Images of the non-implanted ear were obtain-
ed because pre-operative CT scans were not available,
and because metal artifact contamination in the
implanted ear interferes with the ability to accurately
identify individual electrodes and cochlear anatomy.
Using ANALYZE software (Mayo Clinic, Rochester;
Robb 2001), the image of the non-implanted ear was
co-registered with the image of the implanted ear to
identify structural anatomy and to optimize resolution

of the electrodes. To further improve visualization of
the scalar position of the electrode array and the
individual electrodes, each of the 11 cochlear atlases
was aligned, through translation, rotation, and scal-
ing, to find a best fit to the cochlear wall of the
composite CT (Fig. 1). The atlases assist in the
localization of non-bony cochlear structures and were
derived from 10 Micro CTs and 1 orthogonal-plane
fluorescence optical sectioning (OPFOS) (Voie et al.
1993) obtained from cadaveric temporal bones. The
composite CT images from all 11 ears are shown in
Fig. 2 (see BResults^ section for descriptive analyses of
electrode position).

Two CT-estimated metrics of electrode position
were used in the present study: electrode-to-modiolus
distance and scalar location. Electrode-to-modiolus
distance was calculated as the lateral distance, in
millimeters (mm), of an electrode from the inner wall
of the cochlea. Scalar location refers to the location of
each electrode within the cochlear compartments:
scala tympani (ST), intermediate, or scala vestibuli
(SV). Given the relatively small cross-sectional area of
the scala media, the intermediate position refers to
those electrodes that approximate the position of the
basilar membrane and that could not be definitively
localized to either the ST or the SV.

Electrical Stimulation

All electrical stimuli were presented and controlled
using the Bionic Ear Data Collection System (BEDCS)
version 1.18.315 (Advanced Bionics, Valencia, CA).
Custom MATLAB scripts controlled the BEDCS
software (MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA). Stimuli were
verified using a reference implant and digital storage
oscilloscope.
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TABLE 1

Demographic information for all 11 subjects including ear implanted, chronological age, age diagnosed with a profound hearing
loss, age at implantation, duration of deafness, etiology (if known), and electrode array type

ID Ear Age
(years)

Age at profound
HL (years)

Age implanted
(years)

Duration
of deafness (years)

Etiology Electrode
array

S22 R 78 55 66 11 Suspected genetic 1-J Helix
S29 L 87 46 76 30 Noise exposure HiFocus 1J
S40 L 56 4 50 46 EVA HiFocus 1J
S43 R 72 49 67 18 Noise exposure Mid-scala
S46 R 69 40 64 24 Suspected genetic HiFocus 1J
S47 R 40 26 36 10 Unknown Mid-scala
S49 R 45 1.5 44 42.5 Genetic Mid-scala
S50 R 76 18 71 53 Unknown HiFocus 1J
S52 R 71 59 65 6 Unknown HiFocus 1J
S53 R 56 1 44 43 Meningitis 1-J Helix
S54 L 27 7 23 16 EVA Mid-scala
Mean (SD) 62.0 (18.3) 27.9 (22.8) 55.5 (16.8) 27.6 (16.3)

EVA, enlarged vestibular aqueduct



Polarity Effect

Polarity sensitivity was assessed on each available
channel in each subject. This was accomplished by
measuring single-channel behavioral thresholds in

response to each of two triphasic pulses, in which
the high-amplitude central phase was either anodic
(CAC) or cathodic (ACA). Several investigations have
demonstrated that asymmetric pulse shapes (e.g.,
pseudomonophasic, triphasic, or quadruphasic) are

FIG. 1. Cochlear wall as defined by the computed tomography
(CT) scan (column a) and an atlas selected from 10 micro CTs and 1
OPFOS (orthogonal-plane fluorescence optical sectioning) that was

aligned by rigid registration to create best fit (column b). SV denotes
the estimated location of scala vestibuli and ST denotes the estimated
location of scala tympani

S22 (Helix) S29 (1J) S40 (1J)

S43 (MS)S46 (1J)

S47 (MS) S49 (MS)

S50 (1J) S52 (1J)

S53 (Helix)

S54 (MS)

FIG. 2. 3D cochlear reconstructions from all 11 subjects, arranged in
order of electrode array type (Helix followed by 1J followed by mid-
scala). MS represents the mid-scala array. Red dots represent the

electrodes, with the outermost dot representing the insertion depth
marker. The red and yellow lines represent the X andYaxes that are used
to determine the insertion angle from the white 0° insertion line
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more effective than symmetric biphasic pulses for
studying polarity sensitivity in human behavioral
experiments (Macherey et al. 2006, 2008; Carlyon
et al. 2013; Macherey et al. 2017). Recently, Carlyon
et al. (2018) studied psychophysical polarity sensitivity
at threshold using triphasic pulses in which the
central high-amplitude phase of each pulse was twice
the amplitude of the first and third phases. This type
of asymmetric pulse shape concentrates the charge of
the polarity of interest into a short time window, while
maintaining the necessary charge balance. The stim-
uli used in the present study were identical to those
used by Carlyon et al. (2018). Stimuli were 99 pulse-
per-second (pps) trains presented in a monopolar
stimulation mode (43 μs/phase, 0-μs interphase gap,
400 ms duration).

The polarity effect was defined as the difference
between ACA and CAC thresholds on each channel
(polarity effect, in dB = ACA minus CAC). A positive
polarity effect indicated that behavioral thresholds in
response to the ACA stimulus were higher (i.e., worse)
than those in response to the CAC stimulus. A
negative polarity effect indicated the inverse.

Prior to threshold testing, most comfortable listen-
ing levels (MCLs) were obtained on each channel, in
response to each polarity. This was done to avoid
presenting uncomfortable stimulation levels, and to
determine an appropriate starting level for threshold
measurements. To measure MCL, the experimenter
gradually increased the current level from a sub-
threshold level of 50 microamps (μA) up until the
subject reported a loudness rating of B6,^ correspond-
ing to Bmost comfortable^ on the Advanced Bionics
clinical loudness scale (Advanced Bionics, Valencia,
CA). The MCL ratings served as the maximum
stimulus levels for the threshold procedures.

Single-channel signal detection thresholds were
measured for each polarity on each available channel
using an adaptive one-up/one-down staircase tracking
procedure. Two adaptive tracks were completed for
each polarity on each electrode, and the two values
were averaged together to arrive at the final threshold
estimation. If the thresholds estimated on the first two
runs differed by 1 decibel (dB) or more, a third and
fourth run were completed. In that case, the thresh-
olds from each of the four runs were averaged
together. The testing order of channels and polarities
was randomized for each subject.

For each adaptive track, the initial presentation
level was set to 90 % of MCL. For subsequent tracks,
the initial presentation level was set to 50 to 98 % of
MCL. On electrodes with relatively large dynamic
ranges, a lower percentage of MCL was used as the
starting level to reduce the number of steps necessary
to estimate threshold. Conversely, a higher starting
level was selected for electrodes with small dynamic

ranges to ensure that the subject could adequately
hear the stimulus before reaching the first reversal.

The subject indicated when he or she heard a
sound by pressing the spacebar on a standard
computer keyboard. If the subject responded within
3 s after stimulus presentation, the presentation level
decreased. If the subject did not respond within 3 s,
the level increased. The initial step size was 0.5 dB.
After the first reversal, the step size reduced to 0.2 dB.
Random delays ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 s were
implemented prior to each stimulus presentation.
The adaptive procedure terminated after eight rever-
sals, and threshold level was estimated as the average
of the last six reversals.

Focused Behavioral Thresholds

Single-channel focused behavioral thresholds were
estimated for channels 2–15 using a sweep procedure
(based on Sek et al. 2005; Bierer et al. 2015a). Stimuli
were biphasic, cathodic-leading pulse trains (102 μs/
phase, 0-μs interphase gap, 200.4 ms duration, 997.9
pps) presented in a steered quadrupolar (sQP)
stimulation mode with a current focusing coefficient
of 0.9. Across studies, focused thresholds measured
with cathodic-leading biphasic pulses reflect variation
in CT-estimated electrode position (Long et al. 2014;
DeVries et al. 2016; DeVries and Arenberg 2018a),
EFI-estimated intracochlear resistance (Bierer et al.
2015b), and evoked potential estimates of SGN density
(Bierer et al. 2011; DeVries et al. 2016). We thus
maintained a pulse shape consistent with prior
investigations (biphasic, cathodic-leading).

In sQP stimulation, a channel is comprised of four
adjacent intracochlear electrodes. Two middle elec-
trodes serve as active electrodes, whereas two outer
electrodes serve as return electrodes. The current
focusing coefficient, sigma (σ), specifies the fraction
of current delivered through the return electrodes.
Higher sigma values indicate greater current focusing,
such that σ = 1 represents the highest possible degree
of current focusing. In the present study, a highly
focused coefficient of σ = 0.9 was selected to capture
local variability in the ENI while maintaining percep-
tible current levels that were below voltage compli-
ance limits (Bierer 2007). Note that Advanced Bionics
devices have 16 intracochlear electrodes; however,
sQP thresholds cannot be measured on channels 1
and 16 due to the need for two intracochlear return
electrodes.

A fast threshold measurement procedure based on
a variation of the Bekesy tracking technique was used
to obtain sQP thresholds across the electrode array
(Bierer et al. 2015a). Current was steered between the
two active electrodes by changing the steering coeffi-
cient, alpha (α). When α = 0, all current was delivered
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through the more apical of the two active electrodes;
when α = 1, all current was steered through the most
basal active electrode. By convention, an electrode
channel number is equivalent to the basal active
electrode when α = 1. This convention can be main-
tained for electrodes 3 to 15. However, because the
sQP configuration requires four electrodes, it is not
possible to steer current for electrode 2 in the same
manner as for electrodes 3–15. Instead, the same set
of electrodes must be used for both channel 2 and
channel 3, but an α value of 0 is specified to center
the current on electrode 2. This arrangement is
referred to as Bchannel 2.^

Prior to initiating the threshold sweep procedure,
MCLs were measured for the sQP stimuli across
channels 2–15 using the Advanced Bionics loudness
rating scale and the same procedure described in the
previous section. MCL was then set as the upper limit
of stimulation for the threshold measurements. To
measure threshold, pulse trains were presented
starting at 6 dB below MCL and swept across the
electrode array with alpha increasing from 0 to 1 in
steps of 0.1. Each 200.4 ms pulse train was followed by
a 300 ms silent interval, resulting in a repetition rate
of approximately 500 ms. The alpha value changed
every 1000 ms, such that two successive presentations
of the same electrode and alpha combination oc-
curred during each sweep. This process repeated
uninterrupted for each successive set of electrodes
until all available sets (active electrodes 2–15) had
been tested, constituting a single run.

During the sweep, the listener was instructed to
continuously depress the spacebar when he or she
could perceive a sound, and to release the
spacebar when he or she could no longer
perceive a sound. The current changed in step
sizes of 1 dB. When the spacebar was depressed,
the current level decreased by 1 dB on each
stimulus presentation. Conversely, when the
spacebar was released, the current level increased
by 1 dB on each stimulus presentation. Two
successive pulse trains were presented for each
alpha value. Because the task is based on Bekesy
tracking principles, both the alpha value and the
current level change while the spacebar is
depressed in order to continuously sweep the
stimulus across the electrode array. The reader is
referred to Fig. 2 of Bierer et al. (2015a) for a
visual representation of this procedure.

Participants completed two forward runs, sweep-
ing from channels 2 to 15 (apical to basal), and
two reverse runs, sweeping from channels 15 to 2
(basal to apical). Final threshold estimates were
obtained by calculating a weighted average of
consecutive current levels along the forward and
reverse sweeps at integer channel numbers (as in

Bierer et al. 2015a). Thresholds were calculated at
integer channel numbers for direct comparison to
the other measures in this study. This current
steering method also provides threshold data in 0.1
alpha increments in-between the integer channel
numbers; however, despite the extra data collec-
tion, thresholds across the electrode array are still
obtained up to four times faster with this proce-
dure compared to traditional two-alternative
forced-choice methods (Bierer et al. 2015a).

Electrical Field Imaging

Stimuli were single biphasic, anodic-leading pulses
(100 μs duration, either 50 or 100 μA in amplitude)
presented in a monopolar stimulation mode at a rate
of 16.6 per second. EFI uses low-level pulses to
estimate the distribution of electrical current in the
cochlea. Note that the leading polarity of the EFI
stimulus does not affect the voltage measures, and
that the low-level stimuli were sub-threshold for all
subjects in this study. Ten pulses were presented on
each electrode consecutively, progressing from elec-
trode 1 to electrode 16 (apical to basal). While the
pulses were presented, voltage was recorded on every
electrode at a 56 kHz sampling rate. Data analysis was
performed offline with a custom MATLAB program.
The analysis was modeled after that of Vanpoucke
et al. (2004). Briefly, the voltage that was measured at
each recording electrode in response to each of the
ten pulses was averaged. Voltage was then scaled to
resistance units (Ohms) by dividing by the applied
current. Signal amplitude at each recording electrode
was calculated as half the difference between the
positive and negative voltage excursions.

The 16 × 16 impedance matrix was transformed to
solve a lumped parameter resistor network. The
solution yielded 16 transversal resistances (Rtrans), 15
longitudinal resistances (Rlong), and 16 total resis-
tances (Rtotal). Rlong and Rtrans values were estimated
using least squares optimization and a localized
weighting scheme to improve the EFI profile fit. Rlong

represents localized current flow along the length of
the cochlea, whereas Rtrans includes resistance path-
ways through the osseous spiral lamina. Rtotal was
calculated as the peak of the reconstructed EFI
profile, which was based on the solution to the ladder
network. A detailed explanation of these analyses is
discussed by Vanpoucke et al. (2004). All three
resistance measurements are highly correlated with
one another, so only Rlong was used in the present
analyses. Rlong was selected because it has been
hypothesized that the majority of current from an
electrode flows longitudinally along the cochlear duct
(Jolly et al. 1996; Briare and Frijns 2000).
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Statistical Analyses

Data were analyzed using R Version 3.3.1 (R Core
Team 2016). To account for repeated measurements
within the same subjects, either repeated measures
correlations (Bakdash and Marusich 2017) or linear
mixed-effects models were used for all analyses that
involved electrode-specific data. In such cases, sub-
jects were included in the models as random factors.
To minimize small sample bias in estimation, all linear
mixed-effects models were fit using restricted maxi-
mum likelihood (REML) parameter estimates
(McNeish 2017). Repeated measures analyses were
performed using the lme4 (Bates et al. 2015),
lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al. 2017), MuMIn (Bartón
2018), and rmcorr (Bakdash and Marusich 2018)
packages in R.

RESULTS

Comparisons of Polarity Effect, Electrode Position,
and Intracochlear Resistance

Figure 2 shows the 3D cochlear reconstructions of all
subjects, arranged in order of electrode array type.
Two subjects had a 1J-Helix array (S22 and S53), five
subjects had a 1J array (S29, S40, S46, S50, and S52),
and four subjects had a mid-scala array (S43, S47, S49,
and S54). Each of the three types of electrode arrays is
designed to achieve a different position within the
cochlea (Dhanasingh and Jolly 2017). The standard 1J
array has a lateral wall design. The 1J-Helix and the
mid-scala arrays are both pre-curved. The 1J-Helix
should achieve a more medial position relative to the
1J, whereas the mid-scala is designed for placement in
the middle of the ST. Of the 176 total electrodes in
the sample, 104 electrodes (59.1 %) were located in
ST, 62 electrodes (35.2 %) were located in the
intermediate position, and 8 electrodes (5.5 %) were
located in SV. Two of subject S50’s electrodes were
extracochlear (electrodes 15 and 16). Across elec-
trodes, electrode-to-modiolus distance ranged from
0.18 to 2.2 mm (M = 1.14 mm, SD = 0.52; see Table 2).

Figure 3 shows individual site-specific thresholds in
response to the ACA and CAC stimuli. Black squares
indicate responses to the ACA stimulus, whereas red
circles indicate responses to the CAC stimulus. Higher
(i.e., worse) thresholds in response to the ACA
stimulus compared to the CAC stimulus indicate a
positive polarity effect. Conversely, higher (i.e., worse)
thresholds in response to the CAC stimulus compared
to the ACA stimulus indicate a negative polarity effect.
The polarity effect could not be measured on
electrodes 15 and 16 for subject S50, because those
electrodes were extracochlear and stimulation did not
result in auditory percepts.

Across electrodes, the polarity effect ranged from −
4.83 to 3.54 dB (M = 0.36 dB, SD = 1.42; see Table 2).
The polarity effect varied both across subjects and
across the electrode array within the same subject. For
example, subject S40 shows consistently large, positive
polarity effects at most electrode sites (Fig. 3). Con-
versely, subject S22 tends to have negative polarity
effects in the apical portion of the electrode array,
and positive polarity effects in the basal portion of the
electrode array (Fig. 3).

Intracochlear resistance also varied across- and
within-subjects, ranging from 91.71 to 2718.57 Ohms
(M = 496.95 Ohms, SD = 518.17; see Table 2). Prior to
data analysis, histograms were plotted to determine
whether the data were normally distributed. This
analysis revealed that Rlong values were highly skewed.
To reduce skew, the Rlong data were log-transformed
prior to data analysis and for visualization purposes.
Of note, the size of the electrode contacts differs
slightly between the three electrode arrays, which may
influence electrode impedances (Hughes 2012). How-
ever, Rlong did not differ as a function of electrode
array type in this study (β = 2.36, F(2,8) = 1.45, P 9 0.05).

The first analysis assessed the relationship between
the polarity effect and (1) electrode position and (2)
intracochlear resistance. Figure 4 shows electrode-
specific polarity effect plotted against (a) electrode-to-
modiolus distance, and (c) intracochlear resistance.
Individual subjects are distinguished by color and
shape. The right-hand panels of Fig. 4 (b and d) show
the best-fit lines for each individual. Results from a
linear mixed-effects analysis showed that, across
subjects, the polarity effect was not significantly
predicted by electrode-to-modiolus distance (β = 0.11,
F(1,103.23) = 0.15, P = 0.70), electrode scalar location
(β = − 0.15 for intermediate, 0.45 for SV, F(2, 145.48) =
0.50, P = 0.61), or intracochlear resistance (β = − 0.39,
F(1, 106.62) = 0.86, P = 0.36). As a complement to the
multilevel model, repeated measures correlations
(rrm) indicated very small effect sizes for each
comparison: (1) polarity effect and electrode-to-
modiolus distance (rrm(162) = − 0.02, 95 % CI [− 0.17,
0.14], P = 0.80) and (2) polarity effect and
intracochlear resistance (rrm(151) = − 0.13, 95 % CI [−
0.28, 0.03], P = 0.11). These results suggest that the
polarity effect varies independently of both CT-
estimated electrode position and EFI-estimated longi-
tudinal intracochlear resistance.

Predicting Focused Behavioral Thresholds

The second analysis assessed the relationship between
the polarity effect and sQP thresholds and whether
the polarity effect explains a significant portion of the
variation in sQP thresholds after accounting for CT-
estimated electrode position and EFI-estimated
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intracochlear resistance. Recall that sQP thresholds
are believed to reflect the cumulative contributions
of local neural health, electrode position relative to
the auditory nerve, and intracochlear resistance.
Figure 5 shows the relationships between electrode-
specific sQP thresholds and (a) the polarity effect,
(c) electrode-to-modiolus distance, and (e)
intracochlear resistance. Again, individual data are
distinguished by color and shape. The right-hand
panels of Fig. 5 (b, d, and f) show the best-fit lines

for each individual. Repeated measures correlations
indicated significant relationships between focused
thresholds and each of the three main predictors:
(1) electrode-to-modiolus distance: rrm(140) = 0.51,
95 % CI (0.38, 0.63), P G 0.001; (2) intracochlear
resistance: rrm(141) = − 0.37, 95 % CI (− 0.51, − 0.22),
P G 0.001; and (3) the polarity effect: rrm(140) = 0.27,
95 % CI (0.11, 0.42), P = 0.001. Each relationship
survived Bonferroni adjustment for multiple com-
parisons (adjusted α = 0.017).

FIG. 3. Individual subjects’ electrode-specific thresholds in re-
sponse to each of the two triphasic monopolar stimuli. ACA refers to
the stimulus with a cathodic central phase and CAC refers to the
stimulus with an anodic central phase. Thresholds in response to the
ACA stimulus are depicted by black squares. Thresholds in response
to the CAC stimulus are depicted by red circles. Threshold (in dB

relative to 1 μA) is shown on the ordinate and electrode number
(ordered from apical to basal) is shown on the abscissa. Subjects are
arranged in order of electrode array type, with the electrode array
displayed in parentheses. MS represents the mid-scala array. The
order of subjects is the same as in Fig. 3
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TABLE 2

Means and standard deviations for sQP threshold, polarity effect, electrode-to-modiolus distance (EMD), and intracochlear
resistance. Data are averaged across electrodes 2–15

ID sQP threshold
(dB re: 1 μA)

Polarity
effect (dB)

EMD (mm) Resistance
(Ohms)

S22 44.30 (5.90) − 0.45 (2.08) 1.14 (0.35) 208.03 (62.63)
S29 47.76 (3.00) 0.61 (0.57) 1.50 (0.24) 333.75 (90.58)
S40 55.76 (1.37) 2.29 (0.59) 1.80 (0.22) 595.44 (607.13)
S43 43.73 (3.68) − 0.06 (1.06) 0.88 (0.45) 274.58 (68.53)
S46 51.69 (1.53) 0.08 (0.57) 1.79 (0.34) 583.70 (186.62)
S47 35.29 (4.04) 0.66 (0.97) 0.93 (0.46) 237.57 (135.58)
S49 50.71 (2.15) − 0.03 (1.36) 0.94 (0.47) 1122.99 (642.40)
S50 45.82 (5.08) 1.05 (1.83) 1.37 (0.27) 567.82 (646.46)
S52 39.01 (1.92) − 0.48 (1.03) 0.71 (0.30) 345.00 (185.68)
S53 45.55 (2.62) 0.34 (1.20) 0.66 (0.17) 274.57 (127.61)
S54 47.14 (5.77) 0.09 (1.55) 0.89 (0.46) 1064.25 (1002.10)
Mean (SD) 46.01 (6.51) 0.36 (1.42) 1.14 (>0.52) 496.95 (518.07)



A linear mixed-effects analysis was performed to
assess whether the polarity effect remained a
significant predictor of sQP thresholds after con-
trolling for electrode position and intracochlear
resistance. To determine whether each variable
improved the overall model fit, an Akaike informa-
tion criterion with a bias correction for small
sample sizes (AICc) was used for model selection
(Hurvich and Tsai 1989). Statistical models with
lower AICc values are more parsimonious relative
to those with higher AICc. First, we specified an
empty model with only subjects as random effects
to predict sQP thresholds (AICc = 877.62). Next, we
consecutively added each of the following fixed
effects: electrode-to-modiolus distance (AICc =
824 .33 ) , s ca l a r loca t ion (AICc = 808 .72 ) ,
intracochlear resistance (AICc = 803.49), and the
polarity effect (AICc = 792.99). The model fit im-
proved with the addition of each predictor, and
the lowest AICc value was associated with the
model that included all four predictors. So, the
final model specified electrode-to-modiolus dis-
tance, scalar location, intracochlear resistance,
and the polarity effect as independent variables.
The dependent variable was sQP threshold.

Traditional R2 values are not valid for linear mixed-
effects models. However, Nakagawa and Schielzeth
(2013) propose two types of pseudo-R2 values that can
provide an indication of the variability explained by a
multilevel model: (1) marginal R2 (R2

marginal), which
represents the proportion of the total variance
explained by the fixed effects, and (2) conditional R2

(R2
conditional), which represents the proportion of the

variance explained by both the fixed and random
effects. The difference between the R2

marginal and
R2

conditional reflects the variability in the random
effects; here, this represents across-subject variability.

Results from the linear mixed-effects analysis
(R2

marginal = 0.27, R2
conditional = 0.80) showed that the

polarity effect (β = 0.73, F(1, 138.54) = 14.83, P G 0.001),
electrode-to-modiolus distance (β = 5.46, F(1,144.60) =
57.36, P G 0.001), scalar location (β = − 1.18 for inter-
mediate, 3.52 for SV, F(2, 141.61) = 4.97, P = 0.01), and
intracochlear resistance (β = − 2.42, F(1, 144.99) = 4.27,
P = 0.04) were all significantly predictive of sQP
thresholds. After adjustment for multiple comparisons
(Tukey), results showed that thresholds were higher
for electrodes located in SV relative to those located
in the intermediate position (t(141.69) = 2.91, P = 0.01).
There were no significant differences in sQP thresh-
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FIG. 4. Polarity effect (in dB) as a function of a, b electrode-to-
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resistance values. Individual subjects are represented by different
colors and shapes. In panels a and c, a group regression line is

shown in black for ease of visualization. However, note that the
black regression line does not account for non-independence of
within-subject data. Panels b and d show best-fit lines for individual
subjects
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old between electrodes located in SV compared to ST
(P = 0.08) or in ST compared to the intermediate
position (P = 0.21).

Note that the group regression line in Fig. 5(e–f),
which depicts the relationship between sQP thresh-
olds and Rlong, appears to have a modest positive
trajectory; however, the β coefficient for the Rlong

predictor is − 2.42 and the repeated measures corre-
lation coefficient (rrm) is − 0.37. This suggests that
higher sQP thresholds are associated with lower Rlong

values, demonstrating the importance of statistically
accounting for clustered data.

Overall, the results indicate that, across subjects,
relatively high sQP thresholds are associated with
large, positive polarity effects, distant electrode posi-
tion relative to the modiolus, and low intracochlear
resistance. Electrodes with high sQP thresholds are
also more likely to be translocated to the SV than

electrodes with low sQP thresholds. Moreover, the
polarity effect significantly predicts sQP thresholds,
even after controlling for electrode-to-modiolus dis-
tance, electrode scalar location, and intracochlear
resistance.

Despite these results, it is evident from Figs. 3, 4
and 5 that the within-subject relationships between
variables are not the same for every participant.
Table 3 shows within-subject correlations between
sQP thresholds and electrode-to-modiolus distance
(threshold-EMD), the polarity effect (threshold-PE),
and Rlong (threshold-Rlong) for each individual subject.
It was noted that five out of 11 subjects (S47, S43, S53,
S49, and S50) had strong, positive correlations be-
tween focused thresholds and electrode-to-modiolus
distance, with correlation coefficients (r) ranging
from 0.71 to 0.94 (Cohen 1988). Each of those five
threshold-EMD correlations was statistically significant
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FIG. 5. Focused (sQP) thresholds (in dB relative to 1 μA) as a
function of a, b polarity effect (in dB), c, d electrode-to-modiolus
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values. Individual subjects are represented by different colors and
shapes. In panels a, c, and e, a group regression line is shown in

black for ease of visualization. However, note that the black
regression line does not account for non-independence of within-
subject data. Panels b, d, and f show best-fit lines for individual
subjects
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(Ps G 0.05). This suggests that the variation in sQP
thresholds for those five subjects is largely explained
by variation in electrode position. The remaining six
subjects had weak-to-moderate threshold-EMD corre-
lations (r = 0.06 to 0.48) that were not statistically
significant (Ps 9 0.05). For that group, electrode
position does not account for much of the variability
in sQP thresholds.

Subjects were separated into two groups based on
their threshold-EMD correlations for further analysis.
Subjects with threshold-EMD correlation coefficients
larger than 0.70 were in the Bstrong threshold-EMD^
group (N = 5), whereas those below the 0.70 cutoff
were in the Bweak-to-moderate threshold-EMD^ group
(N = 6). Figure 6 shows the relationship between the
polarity effect and sQP thresholds for (a) the five
subjects with strong and statistically significant
threshold-EMD correlations, and (b) the six subjects
with weak-to-moderate, non-significant threshold-
EMD correlations. Repeated measures correlations
were performed to determine the strength of the
relationship between sQP thresholds and the polarity
effect within each group. Overall, the group with
strong threshold-EMD correlations did not demon-
strate a significant relationship between sQP thresh-
olds and the polarity effect (rrm(63) = 0.03, 95 % CI [−
0.22, 0.28], P = 0.80). However, the relationship be-
tween the polarity effect and sQP thresholds was
significant for the group with weak-to-moderate
threshold-EMD correlations (rrm(76) = 0.48, 95 % CI
[0.28, 0.63], P G 0.001). These results emphasize that

sQP thresholds can reflect either electrode position or
neural integrity (as estimated by the polarity effect).
Relationships between sQP thresholds and neural
integrity may be more likely to emerge when the
variation in sQP thresholds cannot be explained by
variation in electrode position.

Polarity Sensitivity and Duration of Deafness

Finally, we performed a preliminary analysis to
quantify the relationship between the polarity effect
and duration of deafness, a common implicit assess-
ment of neural integrity. Figure 7 shows the relation-
ship between duration of deafness and the across-site

TABLE 3

Individual correlation coefficients (r) and P values for
correlations between sQP thresholds (dB rel. 1 μA) and each
of the following variables: electrode-to-modiolus distance
(EMD; in mm), polarity effect (PE; in dB), and intracochlear
resistance (Rlong; in Ohms); data are arranged in descending
order by strength of threshold-EMD correlation. Significant

correlations (P G 0.05) are italicized

Threshold-EMD Threshold-PE Threshold-Rlong

ID r P r P r P

S47 0.94 G 0.001 − 0.58 0.03 − 0.82 0.001
S43 0.87 G 0.001 − 0.02 0.94 − 0.40 0.08
S53 0.79 G 0.001 − 0.17 0.55 0.09 0.24
S49 0.74 0.002 0.54 0.04 − 0.23 0.41
S50 0.71 0.01 0.24 0.43 − 0.39 0.61
S54 0.48 0.08 0.28 0.33 − 0.78 G 0.001
S22 0.34 0.23 0.82 G 0.001 − 0.24 0.29
S40 0.23 0.44 − 0.68 0.01 0.01 0.91
S52 0.09 0.77 0.34 0.24 − 0.13 0.96
S29 0.07 0.81 0.04 0.90 − 0.21 0.49
S46 0.06 0.83 0.23 0.43 0.40 0.49

Pearson correlations are shown for the threshold-PE and threshold-EMD
comparisons

Non-parametric Spearman correlations are shown for the threshold-Rlong

comparisons
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Fig. 6. Focused (sQP) thresholds (in dB relative to 1 μA) as a
function of polarity effect (in dB) for two groups of subjects that are
grouped based on the strength of their within-subject correlations
between electrode-to-modiolus distance (in mm) and sQP thresholds.
a Subjects that have a very strong correlation (r = 0.71 to 0.94)
between electrode-to-modiolus distance and sQP thresholds. b
Subjects that have a weak-to-moderate correlation (r = 0.06 to 0.48)
between electrode-to-modiolus distance and sQP thresholds. Indi-
vidual subjects are represented by different colors and shapes
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average polarity effect. For this analysis, the polarity
effect was averaged across all available electrodes for
each subject. Duration of deafness was defined as the
time, in years, between diagnosis of severe-to-
profound sensorineural hearing loss and CI activa-
tion. A linear regression analysis indicated that
duration of deafness was significantly correlated with
the across-site average polarity effect (R2 = 0.38, R2

ad-

justed = 0.32, F(1,9) = 5.62, P = 0.04). Specifically, individ-
uals that experienced relatively long durations of
deafness prior to receiving a CI also tended to have
relatively large, positive polarity effects.

DISCUSSION

The present study evaluated the theory that polarity
sensitivity reflects neural status in CI listeners. An
ideal estimate of neural integrity should vary inde-
pendently of other factors that influence the quality of
the CI electrode-neuron interface, such as electrode
position and tissue impedances. Our primary results
support these tenets; specifically, the polarity effect at
threshold was subject- and electrode-dependent and
varied independently of CT-estimated electrode posi-
tion and intracochlear resistance. The polarity effect
was also positively correlated with focused behavioral
thresholds, which are believed to reflect a combina-
tion of local neural status, electrode position, and
intracochlear bone and tissue growth. Importantly,
the polarity effect remained a significant predictor of
focused thresholds after statistically controlling for
electrode position and intracochlear resistance. Tak-

en together, these results support the theory that
polarity sensitivity may reflect neural health in CI
listeners.

Polarity Sensitivity Varies Independently of
Electrode Position and Intracochlear Resistance

Psychophysical polarity sensitivity at threshold varied
across- and within-subjects. These findings are consis-
tent with previous investigations that demonstrated
subject- and electrode-dependent polarity effects at
threshold (Macherey et al. 2017; Carlyon et al. 2018).
However, previous reports did not rule out the
possibility that channel-to-channel variability in the
polarity effect was influenced by non-physiological
factors. It is possible that either the physical distance
of an electrode to its target neurons or the location of
the electrode relative to the central axons could
influence polarity sensitivity measurements.

The results of the present study demonstrate that
the polarity effect at threshold is independent of CT-
estimated electrode-to-modiolus distance and elec-
trode scalar location. These findings may be ex-
plained by the nature of the polarity effect
measurement, which reflects a difference score rather
than an absolute threshold response. Theoretically,
excitability (i.e., absolute threshold) of degenerated
neurons depends on the physical distance between
the electrode and the soma (Rattay et al. 2001b). At a
single electrode site, the effect of physical distance on
absolute threshold response to each polarity should
cancel out when a difference score (i.e., polarity
effect) is calculated.

Moreover, recall that modeling work suggests that
anodic and cathodic polarities have different sites of
spike initiation, wherein depolarization occurs near
the central axon for anodic stimuli and more
peripherally for cathodic stimuli (Rattay et al. 2001a,
b; Joshi et al. 2017; Resnick et al. 2018). When the
peripheral processes have degenerated, depolariza-
tion in response to cathodic current would occur near
the unmyelinated cell body, which is difficult to excite
in humans (Rattay 1999; Rattay et al. 2001a). Con-
versely, for anodic stimulation, action potentials are
expected to be generated near the central axon, and
therefore do not need to overcome the unmyelinated
soma. In turn, when the peripheral processes have
degenerated, thresholds in response to cathodic
stimuli will be higher than those in response to
anodic stimuli (i.e., positive polarity effect).

Conceivably, then, electrode position relative to the
central axon could influence polarity sensitivity.
However, basic principles of human cochlear anatomy
and CI electrode placement would suggest that a
functioning CI electrode must be located within the
cochlear compartments, distal/peripheral to the so-
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ma. In humans, SGN somata are located within
Rosenthal’s canal; each cell body extends a peripheral
process toward the organ of Corti and a central
process into the auditory nerve (Nayagam et al.
2011). Since it is unlikely that a viable CI electrode
would be located proximal/central to the soma, the
difference in threshold response to anodic versus
cathodic stimulation should be independent of the
position of the electrode relative to the modiolus.

In addition to electrode position, intracochlear
bone and fibrous tissue growth are believed to vary
within- and across-subjects (Spelman et al. 1982;
Bierer et al. 2015a; Kamakura and Nadol 2016). The
present results showed that the polarity effect varies
independently of EFI-estimated longitudinal
intracochlear resistance. Again, these findings are
consistent with the polarity effect measurement as a
difference score between threshold responses to two
stimuli. Presumably, responses to anodic and cathodic
polarities would be affected in similar ways by the
impedance environment near a recording electrode;
thus, effects of intracochlear resistance on threshold
measurements should cancel out when calculating the
difference between responses to each polarity at a
given site.

In summary, the polarity effect at threshold varies
independently of electrode position relative to the
modiolus, electrode scalar location, and intracochlear
resistance. This may be related to the nature of the
polarity effect measurement (i.e., difference score
rather than absolute threshold response) and to the
necessary position of functioning CI electrodes in
humans (i.e., somewhat distal to the SGN cell bodies).

Across Subjects, the Polarity Effect Is Related to
Focused Behavioral Thresholds

Several lines of evidence suggest that focused behav-
ioral thresholds are related to electrode position
within the cochlea, intracochlear resistance, and
estimates of neural integrity (e.g., Bierer 2007;
Bierer and Faulkner 2010; Goldwyn et al. 2010;
Bierer et al. 2011; Bierer and Nye 2014; Bierer et al.
2015b; Long et al. 2014; DeVries et al. 2016). Thus, if
polarity sensitivity reflects peripheral degeneration in
CI listeners, then it should explain some of the
variation in focused behavioral thresholds, even after
accounting for electrode position and intracochlear
resistance. The present results confirmed this hypoth-
esis.

Specifically, electrodes with relatively high focused
behavioral thresholds also tended to have relatively
large, positive polarity effects. This relationship held
after statistically controlling for CT-estimated elec-
trode position and EFI-estimated intracochlear resis-
tance, which are known to partially explain variation

in focused thresholds (Long et al. 2014; Bierer et al.
2015a; DeVries et al. 2016; DeVries and Arenberg
2018a). These findings agree with modeling data
showing that electrodes near regions with
degenerated or demyelinated neurons have higher
thresholds than electrodes near regions with healthy
spiral ganglion populations (Goldwyn et al. 2010;
Joshi et al. 2017; Resnick et al. 2018). The present
data are also consistent with Carlyon et al. (2018), who
found a modest, but significant, correlation between
the polarity effect and the average of ACA and CAC
monopolar thresholds in a sample of eight adults with
CIs. Taken together, these findings provide support
for the theory that polarity sensitivity may reflect
neural health in CI listeners.

Consistent with previous investigations, we also
observed a strong relationship between CT-estimated
electrode position and focused thresholds (Long et al.
2014; DeVries et al. 2016; DeVries and Arenberg
2018a). Specifically, electrodes that were located far
from their target neurons, or that were translocated to
SV, had relatively high focused thresholds. We further
demonstrated that lower intracochlear resistance
values are predictive of higher focused thresholds.
The negative relationship between focused thresholds
and intracochlear resistance can be explained in the
context of Ohm’s Law, wherein the amount of current
necessary to achieve a criterion voltage (i.e., threshold
level) is inversely related to the resistance in the
system. These results are consistent with those of
Bierer et al. (2015b), who demonstrated that lower
monopolar and tripolar thresholds are associated with
higher impedance values.

However, despite the overall relationship between
the polarity effect and focused thresholds, Fig. 5 b and
Table 3 show that positive and significant within-
subject correlations were not always observed. Exam-
ining the threshold-PE correlations in the context of
the individual correlations between focused thresh-
olds and electrode-to-modiolus distance (threshold-
EMD) revealed a possible explanation for this finding.
Five subjects had strong and significant threshold-
EMD correlations (ranging from r = 0.71 to 0.94). In
those individuals, the variation in focused thresholds
was largely explained by variation in electrode posi-
tion. In fact, the across-subject correlation between
the polarity effect and focused thresholds was driven
by individuals with weak or moderate threshold-EMD
relationships (Fig. 6). This observation emphasizes the
importance of developing in vivo neural health
measures that vary independently of confounding
factors such as electrode position. In isolation, behav-
ioral thresholds cannot provide a reliable indication
of the integrity of local SGNs. Furthermore, it is likely
that an ideal assessment of a CI listener’s electrode-
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neuron interface involves a comprehensive evaluation
of both electrode position and neural health.

Of note, it is possible that correlations between the
polarity effect and focused thresholds could improve
with the use of equivalent stimulation rates to
measure each response. Stimulation rate is known to
influence psychophysical thresholds, wherein thresh-
olds tend to decrease with increasing pulse rate (e.g.,
Pfingst et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2012). For the present
study, the stimuli used to measure focused thresholds
and the polarity effect were selected in keeping with
previous literature. Moreover, given that the polarity
effect was represented by a difference score, the effect
of stimulation rate on absolute thresholds is not
expected to substantially contribute to the outcome
measure. However, potential interactions between
stimulation rate and polarity effect measurements
remain to be investigated.

Clinical Implications and Future Directions

Overall, the present results support the theory that
the psychophysical polarity effect at threshold may
reflect local neural health in CI listeners. Results also
indicated that individuals with relatively long dura-
tions of deafness prior to implantation tend to have
relatively large, positive polarity effects. Although
duration of deafness is merely an implicit correlate
of neural health, this finding aligns with temporal
bone analyses showing that low total SGN counts are
associated with long periods of auditory deprivation
(Nadol et al. 1989).

Individual- and electrode-specific differences in the
magnitude of the polarity effect suggest that this
measurement has the potential to assist in developing
individualized programming recommendations. How-
ever, if polarity sensitivity reflects local neural health
in CI listeners, it remains to be determined what
magnitude of polarity effect is meaningful. It may be
that only extreme positive or negative values provide
useful insight into the health of local neurons. In fact,
Resnick et al. (2018) predicted that only extreme
demyelination results in pathological current spread
and recruitment. Future studies with larger samples
should investigate the cumulative contributions of
diverse aspects of peripheral health to auditory
perception with a CI.

Ideally, a combination of neural health and elec-
trode position estimates would be used to optimize
the electrode-neuron interface for an individual
subject. DeVries and Arenberg (2018b) found that
implementing current focusing on electrodes that are
located far from the modiolus may help to reduce
channel interaction. Some CI listeners also experi-
ence speech perception benefit when electrodes that
are estimated to interface poorly with the auditory

nerve are deactivated (Noble et al. 2015; Bierer and
Litvak 2016; Zhou 2017). Together, assessments of
neural health and electrode position could be used to
comprehensively characterize neural function near
each electrode site, ultimately leading to improved
patient-specific interventions. Future work should
determine potential uses of polarity sensitivity in
individualized CI programming adjustments.
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